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A SCIENTIST has invented a
machine he claims will keep people
trim without the need for exercise and
could help reverse muscle-wasting
conditions such as multiple seleroiss,
writes Sean Hargrave.
The Arasys exerciser unite (fARAdic SYStem), developed at London’s
South Bank University Technopark,
is already being sold to health clubs
and beauty salons for those who want
to lose weight without putting in the
effort.
Now the machine’s designer. Gerry
Pollock, is searching for hospitals and
clinics that could hellp him test the
system on disabled patients who are
unable to exercise. He believes Arasys
could prevent the muscle wastage
common among those confined to bed
or a wheelchair.
The machine flexes muscle by passing tiny electric currents through
nerve endings at either end of muscle

groups. This makes the tissue contract
for two seconds, as if it were being put
through a gym workout.
A typical session with the machine
lasts 17 minutes. Pollock says this is
because people can feel tired if they
have a longer stint and do not notice
as much benefit as from a shorter
session. He claims each treatment
is the equivalent of doing 300 sit-ups
and that three sessions are all that
are needed until weight loss can be
measured.
The Arasys system can treat four
sets of muscle simultaneously. In
cosmetic use these are normally the
stomach, bottom, thighs and calves. In
medical use, this would change to exercise the parts of the body a patient
cannot move.
Pollock, a chemist, claims his
technology is superior to machines
that make similar claims of effortless

weight-loss because of the electric
wave form he designed. He says
his electronics expertise, that was
used in the development of the first
pacemaker, ensures the muscles are
exercised at the correct speed for the
optimum duration.
This involves controlling electrical impulse to avoid suddenly jerky
muscle movements. To achieve this,
Arasys generates smooth rather than
spiked electrical signals so that the
muscle is stretched in a manner more
similar to way it behaves during real
exercise.
“We only discovered how long and
intense the signal should be through
trial and error during the system’s
five-year development.” says Pollock.
“Just passing any old electrical signal
across a muscle simply doesn’t work.”
Besides helping the disabled,
Pollock believes his machine could be
used to return strength to the elderly

and those who suffer from multiple
selerosis.
His niece, Angela Sylvester, a
qualified nurse, regularly uses Arasys
on four ME sufferers who are unable
to exercise. She claims they all report
they feel stronger.
“One of the ladies used to be a
fitness instructor, but because of her
condition she cannot work out any
more,” says Sylvester. “she benefits
from being able to stay trim and exercise muscles that would otherwise be
hardly used.”
Pollock hopes his invention will
soon be put to its original healthcare
use and is keen to talk with clinics and
hospitals that believe they could help
him tailor the system for individual
conditions.
“I need to talk with experts so that
we can decide if the present electrical
signal is appropriate or if it needs
changing,” he says.
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I lost 4cm around the buttocks, 6cm across the
tummy and 3cm on the waist. The rest came off the
diaphragm, hips, thighs and above the knees. The
treatment seemed to help me lose in all the right
places. I didn’t diet during the treatment, but I didn’t
overeat either. I also carried on with my usual exercise
programs.
The results are supposed to last as long as you eat
sensibly and exercise moderately. If you revert to
your slothful ways, you’ll be back where you started.
Fortnightly maintenance sessions will also help to
keep you more toned. I recommend the Arasys system,
but I would not view it as an end in
itself, since it won’t make you fitter,
just more cosmetically toned, and it
doesn’t help you to make permanent
lifestyle changes which are really
the only answer to successful weight
control. It is, however, really helpful
for spot reduction and should be
used in conjunction with regular
exercise and controlled eating.

I view the concept of passive exercise with as much faith as
Sharon Stone probably has in any director who says, “Lose
your panties: they’re causing too much glare for the camera.”
But when a friend, who’d subjected her body and blank balance
to every promise of exertion-free inch-reduction raved about a
new, electronic muscle-contracting machine. I thought I’d give
it a try.
So in the interest of research. I had myself strapped up to the
terminals of an Arasys machine… to willingly experience electric shocks, or, rather strong electronic impulses which build
from a ticklish tingle to a Herculean contraction that is quite
alarming initially, but you soon get used to it.

The pulsating electronic currents cause the muscles to relax
and contract, mimicking isometric exercise which is what
Callanetics is based on. The Arasys Inch Loss System was
developed by doctors with vast experience in biochemistry
and electronic fields and systems, including those used in
pacemakers.
According to its developers, their machine differes from
other electronic-impulse slimming-machines in that it has a
different wave form which works the muscles on a deeper
level and over a larger muscle area. Apparently one 20minutes session on the buttocks is equal to 400 strenuous bum
raises. If you are very inactive, you might feel quite flushed
after a session, and might even experience a mild muscle
ache the next day.
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THE LUNCHTIME FACE-LIFT
SPEEDY TREATMENTS PROMISE NO WRINKLES
BY AFTERNOON MEETINGS
• • •• • • • • •• • • • • • • •
January 30, 2007 -- OIL changes. Eating a salad. Having a fling in a hotel.
And now, joining the list of things you can do in 30 minutes over your
lunch break: a face-lift.
Gone are the days of pretending to be on vacation while hiding out in a
doctor’s office in Mexico. A host of procedures are being advertised as
“insta-lifts,” makeovers that take minutes to do and don’t leave major
scars...
...30-minute pick-me-up procedures include:

THE PERFECTOR
Cost: It depends on the spa, but expect to pay anywhere from $200 to $350 per treatment
What it is: A computerized device that lifts facial muscles - increasing collagen and elastin, while building tissue.
Developers say it doesn’t cause trauma to the skin. It also reduces pigmentations and acne and can be used after
plastic surgery to reduce scarring.
How long it takes: 45 minutes per treatment. Recommended maintenance is every six weeks. Effects are permanent after six to eight treatments but will vary depending on skin types.
Where you can get it done: G-Spa (inside the Hotel Gansevoort, 18 Ninth Ave., [212] 660-6733); arasysperfector.
com to find locations and spas.
ARASYS III
Cost: Treatments run $100 to $150
What it is: Builds muscle by shocking the nerve in charge of the muscle, causing a contraction and increasing
metabolic rate. Also suppose to reduce cellulite and inches by burning fat during the shock exercises.
How long it takes: 30 minutes. Some patients see 1 to 2 inches of body fat taken off after the first treatment. Repeat as often as you like depending on individual goals. Best used in conjunction with an exercise program over a
four-to-six-week period. One treatment is equivalent to two to three hours in the gym.
Where you can get it done: Starting next month at G-Spa.
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Dr. Xanya Sofra-Weiss: “We are proud to report that we have completed our research on Nanotechnology for the Perfector. During our clinical studies of using the
nanoampere range we saw wrinkles disappearing in seconds, muscles lifting and
the lift lasting for as long as a month after only one treatment. We also saw dramatic results with hyper pigmentations. Perfector technology has always been more
advanced in terms of the clarity of its signal and the stability of its waveforms. But
we’ve never seen the pervasive results we observed with nanotechnology, neither
with the previous settings of the Perfector nor with any other cosmetic procedures.”

Perfector Introduces Nanotechnology to Cosmetic Procedures
Q: Why nanotechnology?
Dr. Weiss: The importance of nantechnology that uses nanoamperes
(one over a billion of an ampere) to
resonate biological signals is immense. It has been known since 2001
(Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine) that biological signals are in the
pico amperage range (one over a
trillion of an ampere). Clinical studies
in Ks Electronics and our UK and USA
research departments have clearly
shown that waveforms delivered in
the nanoampere range (one billionth of
an ampere) are significantly superior
than waveforms delivered in the microcurrent range (one over a million)
in building skin and muscle tissue and

Research in Nanotechnology
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restoring the skin’s overall youthful
freshness and glow. Results were
significant in the p< 0.001 range for
the 48 individuals who received the
treatment with nanoamperes.
Q: Was this a double bind study?
Dr. Weiss: Yes our study was double
bind and we used a within subjects
design. Treatment with nano was
significantly superior to treatment
with microcurrent for all variables.
The consistent superiority of using
nanotechnology suggests that the
discrepancy between the pico ampere biological signal and the microcurrent signal may be too great to
adequately support and enhance the
biological process of skin and muscle

tissue building and overall skin rejuvenation. However, the nanoampere
signal is much closer to the biological
pico ampere signal and therefore
resonates with biological signals
more efficiently to enhance skin and
muscle tissue building and overall
skin rejuvenation.
Q: What is the importance of reso-

nance?
Dr. Weiss: Resonance is like a key to
a lock. Resonating a biological signal means communicating with the
pico- electrically based language of
the cells, their genes and proteins.
The clarity of the signal in conducting
such a communication is crucial

Noise reduction in an electronic signal can be compared to the compromised sound
emitted from a $200 stereo versus the full sound coming out a $6,000 stereo. There
is an unquestionable difference in sound quality between the $200 and $6,000 stereo equipment. Imagine the same clarity of a signal in an electronic device designed to eliminate noise by automatically adjusting to different skin types and textures. This is accomplished by Perfector’s computer sophisticated hardware and
software that eliminate background noise and deliver a crystal clear signal that
resonates with the body’s natural regenerative and healing capacity.

FOR MORE INFO VISIT WWW.ARASYSPERFECTOR.COM OR CALL THE ARASYS PERFECTOR RESEARCH DEPARTMENT AT 1 866 25 YOUNG x4

“Despite months of swimming three
or four times a week in an effort
to get fit, my thighs were still out
of shape so I leapt at the chance to
try a different method of exercise
that would focus specifically on
them. Arasys uses faradic “waves”
(electric currents) to make muscles
contract involuntarily. The theory
is that a full course of Arasys will
achieve in 10 sessions what would
require weeks in the gym (one
17-minute session is apparently
equal to 300 sit-ups). It sounded
great.
”Each session followed the same
routine. Stripped down to my top
and knickers, I lay on my back on a
couch which my beautician, Debbie, tied giant rubber bands around
my hips, buttocks and thighs. Under
these she tucked yellow sponges
which looked like something designed for washing-up. The sponges
were attached to electrodes from the
Arasys machine and the timer set.
When the machine was switched
on, intense pins and needles prickled my thighs, hips and buttocks
in bursts lasting 3 to 4 seconds.
AS the dials on the machine were
turned higher the pins and needles
gave way to involuntary muscle
contractions. Each time my muscle
contracted I could see the towel
over my legs rising and falling. I

felt like the creature in Frankenstein. The day after each session I noticed that my front and
inner thigh muscles felt tired as
though I’d done a particularly
vigorous step class, which was
encouraging.
“Although I had been doubtful
about the benefits of passive
exercise the measurements were
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London University Cellular Resonance Technology
Developed by the co-inventor of the pacemaker at London University, Arasys Effortless Fitness
technology has been known for its signiﬁcant inch loss and muscle building. New clinical studies are presently designed to provide evidence that Arasys has the same health beneﬁts as
regular exercise by virtue of resonating the brain signal given to the nerve in charge of the
muscle.
Gerry Pollock, the coinventor of the pacemaker, originally invented the Arasys in
London University to
treat Multiple Sclerosis and muscle atrophy. The technology
entailed a complex waveform built with up to 1,000
different frequencies that composed the square shape
seen above. The specific Arasys formula, (the specific frequencies that compose its waveform) resonates with the brain signal given to the nerve in
charge of the muscle during actual movement. For
example, the resistance of a 40 pound weight is calculated by the brain which informs the nerve in
charge of the muscle of how much effort is required
to lift the weight. If the nerve is damaged none of
that happens. So it is not the resistance that produces
the movement, but the nerve in charge of the muscle.
If we were to decode the signal that the brain gives
to the nerve when we are actually lifting a weight,
then we could have a full muscle contraction even
though there is no actual movement. Why is it that

other systems that utilize square waveforms cannot
compare with the Arasys’ results or the health benefits seen after 6-8 Arasys procedures? Because each
one of these square waveforms consists of a different
formula. It is the composition of the formula that
makes the difference not only what the waveform
appears to look like from the outside.

The Ultimate Lazy Workout
Channel 10 news was
the first to report the
dramatic results on
inch loss, body lift and
muscle building that
the Arasys system provides. Millions of
women undermine their health with diets pills, starve
themselves, undergo plastic surgery or spend long
hours at the gym in the pursue of beauty. Arasys offers an easy and fast alternative to a slimmer more
toned body. Results are dramatic with 10 procedures
and can be indefinitely maintained with good eating
habits and a healthy lifestyle.
1
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Angela L said...
I believe that the Arasys is the only machine that removes topical visceral fat. There’s nothing else like it!

There’s nothing else like it!
Posted January 2, 2007 8:24 PM
Robert G said...
We have two Arasys which we have been using for skin toning and muscle building after liposuction. The results have
been astounding. Dr. Robert Goldman
Posted January 2, 2007 8:59 PM
jennifer s said...
The Arasys is amazing! I have seen results in just a few treatments, even on that stubborn lower belly fat. The added
energy is a nice added bonus too.
Posted January 3, 2007 8:47 AM
Erica C said...
Before I ever started working for USA Perfector Arasys LLC I was introduced to the machine. I saw a woman lose 2
inches after using the machine for 20 minutes, for the first time. Now tell me you can do that in a gym. You can’t!
Posted January 3, 2007 12:07 PM
Samira K said...
I was skeptical at the true power of Arasys III in burning fat, building muscles and melting cellulite while laying on my
back. After a few treatments I noticed the inch loss,body molding, and cellulite disappearance, the better metabolism
and yet another side effect:the lymphatic cleansing.
A very busy and physically lazy person due to age and nature, I will never be without my 17 minute Arasys III treatments even after I reach my physical goals. Most interesting is the fact that my daughter has to wake me up after a typical 34 minute treatment.
Samira Khatib
Blasdell, New york
Posted January 6, 2007 7:07 AM
Phillip S said...
I was initially very sceptical about the Arasys. My wife bought it for personal use. Then I watched how it scupted her
body and I started using it myself. We’re presently opening an anti-aging center in NYC with the Arasys and the Perfector. I would like to know if there is another medispa in NYC that is using the Arasys. Phillip Stern, MD
Posted January 6, 2007 9:51 PM
K A said...
This unit is incredible. I have never felt such a deep contraction.
I was very skeptical about the claimed inch loss from the Arasys but after my first treatment I had to tighten my belt
up a couple of holes. The pants I was wearing literally started sliding down after the treatment. The next day was more
dramatic. Kudos to the Arasys!!!
Posted January 8, 2007 7:12 PM
kacy c said...
In an Arasys III demonstration i saw overweight people losing inches, but i have always been physically fit so i was

intrigued by the claims of Arasys III and what benefits it could offer me. After one session i had a measurable glute
lift! this was something i was unable to acheive with weightlifting (squats) at the gym. Amazing!
Posted January 9, 2007 1:40 PM
K S said...
I saw results after my first session on Arasys! I have a small frame and needed overall toning and shaping; but as an
executive, I don’t have a lot of time to go to the gym. With Arasys, I get the workout I need in a timeframe that fits my
schedule. Since I started using Arasys, I’m getting toned, have more energy, and feel better. The Arasys has also helped
my back and neck pain!
Posted January 9, 2007 9:21 PM
mary m said...
I was shocked...it sounds too good to be true.....but it is! Arasys is an amazing treatment for inch loss, toning or sculpting. It completely works the muscles to a deep, full contraction way beyond traditional conditioning and energizes the
body so that your feeling like you want to be more active....for all you skeptics.....try it and you’ll be a believer too!
Posted January 10, 2007 6:08 PM
Susan H said...
Do I believe in the Arasys? I most certainly do!!! I left a 26 year career in Occupational Health Medicine to open my
own Spa where we exclusively provide both the Arasys and Perfector technology! We have had hundreds of happy and
satisfied clients. The Arasys really does work and has been a blessing to those who are unable to exercise on a routine
basis. We have had an equal number of clients who work out yet are unable to get rid of those love handles. Our clients
come in all shapes and sizes and all age groups! Don’t just take my word for it though. Check out the testimonials page
on my web site. www.liftandfirm.com I am a believer in the Arasys based on fact and actual inch loss. What an opportunity for those wanting to eliminate inches and cellulite immediately!
Posted January 10, 2007 6:39 PM
hawley q said...
Instant results with out the workout, the Arasys is an incredible machine. I own the Arasys Perfector for face which is
also a genious machine, I would like to eventually get the Arasys III.
Posted January 10, 2007 6:52 PM
Kathy A said...
This is the most awesome piece of equipment. After purchasing the partner technology, the “Perfector” for Facial Rejuvenation, I just had to demo the Arasys..with the results I saw, as a business owner, I know this will sell!
Posted January 10, 2007 7:02 PM
William P said...
My patients love the Arasys III. They ask for toning of their abs, especially, but also their hips, arms, thighs and gluts.
Most buy 10-12 session packages. Why spend 4 hrs in the gym when a 20 minute session will do the same job - effortlessly, and give a deeper, more effective work-out. William Pawluk, MD
Posted January 10, 2007 9:20 PM

Philip G said...
We’ve been using several Arasys III units clinically for nearly 2 years. The results are very consistent when it comes to
reducing inches and sculpting the figure. Client satisfaction is very high as well. It is natural to be skeptical of devices
such as this that promise to deliver so much without any of the risks of medical weight loss or surgery and in a fraction
of the time of going to the gym. However, our data and our experience support that the results are quite real.
Posted January 10, 2007 9:38 PM
Paul A said...
Being small framed I couldn’t believe the results after one seesion losing 3/4 inch around the waist. I am even more
impressed with the muscle building for pecs and arms. An amazing device with spectacular results. My wife has had
one seesion and lost 2 inches around the abdomen. Think she likes it??? You bet!
Posted January 11, 2007 5:20 AM
Tori M said...
WOW!!! The Arasys III is AMAZING! When I had my first treatment, I was sold. I had to own this machine and tell
the world! And that’s just what I did. I’ve had results that are just un-fathomable to most people. With a 20 minute session, it is not unusual to loose up to 2,3 even 5 INCHES!!! I also have the sister machine, Perfector, for non-surgical
facelifts. The micro-current machines sold by Arasys-Perfector just make sense. The feeling of wellbeing that the machines give you by stimulating your own body’s electrical charge is just an added bonus that I now can’t live without.
Feel free to visit my website and try it out for yourself!! www.bodymajik.com
Posted January 11, 2007 9:25 AM
Danielle G said...
There is nothing else in its class! The Arasys III is absolutely amazing. My clients can’t get enough of it and are addicted to it. I have clients from personal trainers to ones who are out of shape and overweight. They can’t get enough of the
great benefits. Aside from the beauty aspect the health benefit from lymphatic drainage is spectacular. People just feel
better and look better. I don’t have enough good things to say about this technology. I am a physical therapist assistant
and have seen people get rid of back pain by strengthening weak muscles. It is just amazing.
Posted January 11, 2007 8:38 PM
Linda G said...
I live in CT, where can I try this? It sounds great
Posted January 12, 2007 7:57 PM
Jeanie W said...
Does anyone have a list of medi-spas or doctors offices that carry the Arasys III ? I went to their website but could not
find info on this.
Posted January 14, 2007 6:34 PM
Gina C said...
I have used the Arasys in my spa for the past two years. This machine has really changed people’s lives. I have a lot of
clients that put on weight after having kids. Arasys it gave them back the bodies back, they tell me that they look the
way they did twenty years ago. It makes women feel confident and healthy. It’s a great system!
Posted January 16, 2007 4:12 AM

shannon b said...
Please let us know if anyone in the Charlotte, NC area has this available. I would love to try it.
Posted January 16, 2007 7:59 AM
jane m said...
I love my Arasys treatments! I have seen such a difference in my bottom and lifting. It was hard to accept that this type
of exercise could work but it does!! It is like my secreat weopon that makes me look better that great, It makes you look
AWESOME!
Posted January 16, 2007 3:00 PM
Linda G said...
Why has no one suggested where we can try one? The rest of us would like to see the same results as well.
Posted January 16, 2007 6:40 PM
Linda G said...
Thanks for the info about your website under going some expansion. I know I’ve tried calling and I’m anxiously awaiting some feedback.
Posted January 17, 2007 7:13 PM
Linda G said...
I was so pleased to get in touch with Erica at Arasys!! She was knowledgable, professional and polite. I’m looking forward to speaking with them again.
Posted January 17, 2007 7:36 PM
Connan P said...
For all those who are asking where to get Arasys treatments, I think the Arasys is the best thing to build muscles and
increase your stamina. I recommend Eva Slim in San Diego, their number is (800) 9it.fits, but there are so many other
places all over USA. I found the info at the arasys perfector website at: www.arasysperfector.com -- go to the contact us
page -- then on the left hand side bottom click on the locator map. You can also call them at 1 866 25 YOUNG. I spoke
to Grace who was really nice and friendly.
Posted January 18, 2007 4:26 AM
Carlton W said...
You get results after the very first treatment. Amazing inch loss results that last. The first time I tried it I loved it.
Posted January 22, 2007 4:02 PM
Kathy P said...
I’ve been using the Arasys on myself and my clients for the past two years. Inch loss you definitely see with tightening,
toning, but most of all, it makes you feel healthty. Normally I get colds every winter, but since I started doing Arasys
on myself I do not get sick, even though other people around me get sick. My clients are telling me the same thing, that
with the Arasys they don’t only stay slim and toned but they feel healthy!
Posted January 25, 2007 3:37 PM

momover: gut reaction
OUR WAY-OLDER FIRST-TIME MOM DEALS WITH HER LATESPOSTBABY BEAUTY WOE—BELLY FLAB.
BY DANA WOOD

recent (minor) bit of weight loss had me feeling ﬁne. So what if it was the byproduct of
a semiserious health condition? I wasn’t looking this gift horse in the mouth. Though I
had been completely furious when I was diagnosed with an underactive thyroid a few
months back, the meds my doctor put me on stoked my metabolism. And since I’m Olsen
Twin–tiny, the few pounds I dropped made a big difference.

So for a ﬂeeting moment, all was well in my little beauty bubble. To celebrate, I sprang for some skinny
jeans. While they didn’t look amazing, they didn’t look hideous, either.
Life was good.
Until... I spied a few pictures of myself snapped at a friend’s birthday party. My newfound vanity had
gone to my head: Clad in a spandex-y puffy-sleeve top and the aforementioned skinny jeans, I was all
gut. Ugh! It’s the ultimate new-mom cliché, but I knew I had to blast that residual belly ﬂab.
To look really good, I posited, I’d have to lose the baby blubber and then some. Thankfully, the thyroid
meds had done some of the heavy lifting. (It’s that “then some” that I was struggling with.) I decided on
a three-pronged approach—two prongs totally superﬁcial and passive, one prong actual hard work.

The prongs:
1. Diet pills
2. Shock therapy
3. Exercise

Before anyone gets her panties in a bunch about that ﬁrst item, let me explain. First, the pills (CM3 Alginate Natural Appetite Suppressant) are imported from Germany by wellness god Oz Garcia. Plus—and this is crucial—they’re stimulant-free, so they don’t get you so hopped-up that you’re
color-coding your sock drawer at 2 a.m. Instead, these little seaweed-concocted numbers just sort of explode in your stomach—but in a really good
way. To learn how CM3 might ﬁgure into my self-devised “overcorrection” slimming plan, I gave Oz a jingle.
“CM3 could deﬁnitely help with that,” he told me. “It can help control the volume of food you’re consuming, as well as help you reset your visual
cues. If you’re sitting in front of a big plate of food and you’ve taken CM3, you’ll ﬁnd you can’t plow through it. It gives you additional support.”
As it turns out, the wizardly Oz was right: During a crazy week at the ofﬁce during which we fêted god-knows-what with cupcakes three separate
times, my exploded-seaweed-ﬁlled belly and I held our own.
Next, I headed to G-Spa at Manhattan’s Hotel Gansevoort to experience a bizarro spot-toning contraption called Arasys III. After changing into a
robe and surprisingly cute shoes (black kitten-heel Havaiana ﬂip-ﬂops), I met Mary Mallozzi, an executive with Arasys Perfector, the U.K.-based
company that markets the machine.
“Yup, that’s it—mommy belly,” she said, poking my kangaroo pouch while sizing me up with a measuring tape. “But that’s to be expected—
you’re over 40 and you just had a baby.” Um, thanks...
I stretched out on a table, and Mary started applying patches to my trouble zone. As she drifted south, from my stomach to my thighs, I tried not to
take offense. It’s not as if Lloyd’s of London is tossing any million-dollar leg contracts my way.
After attaching all the electrodes, she ﬂicked a switch. Oh. My. God. I was only on level 2 (out of 10), and I was ready to be scraped off the spa’s
industrial-chic ceiling.
The Fisher-Price explanation of what was going on here: The Arasys III uses electrical microcurrents that bypass the brain and directly signal the
muscles to contract. Eliminating the middleman allows you to reach the fat-burning stage much more quickly—one 17-minute session allegedly
builds more muscle than a dozen three-hour gym workouts. Since I’ve never exercised for anywhere near three hours straight, I have no idea if this
is true. But I do know I need all the help I can get.
“It’s not just the belly outside you have to think about,” added Mary. “It’s the belly inside, too. After your baby has shoved everything around, it’s
like your organs are saying, ‘okay, where do we go now that we have all this room? There’s no baby in here.’”
At $100 a pop, the shock-therapy treatments ain’t cheap. But I’m considering tossing ‘em into the mix, alongside the pills and the crunches. And
speaking of exercise, next time I’ll unveil prong three: my multifaceted ﬁtness regime. Pinkie swear.
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07 MEDIA KIT

Arasys Inch Loss

Arasys is a Hand Made Electronic Device
created and manufactured by the co-inventor
of the first pacemaker, Gerry Pollock.
Arasys Effortless Power Workout speeds up
muscle building and inch loss at a fraction
of the time needed at the gym. Results are
equivalent to strenuous exercise and they last
as long.

Perfector Rejuvenation Lift
Perfector is a non-invasive skin rejuvenation
computerized device that builds new tissue,
lifts sagging muscles purifies and detoxifies
until your skin glows with health.

For Sales and General Info:
(866) 25 YOUNG
fax (877) 26 YOUNG
Outside the USA: (808) 395-0656
Fax: (808) 395-0787
www.arasysperfector.com
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